
 

I. CONCESSION : Corrigé  

Whatever effort they make they are bound to fail. 

 

No matter what/whatever  Mrs Turton may say,  the two ladies are determined to treat Indians as their equals. 

 

However /No matter how different Indian  culture is, Miss Quested does her best to understand it. 

 

Whatever their efforts, they won’t manage to bridge the gulf between East and West  

 

In spite of / despite  Mrs Turton’s warnings, Mrs Moore and Miss Quested are welcoming and friendly. 

 

        Although  she knew it was her duty to welcome her Indian guests, Mrs  Turton went on grumbling (maugréer 

      

       She regards  all Indians as inferiors regardless of their social rank. 

 

      Try as they may, they will never be able to establish genuine relationships with the Indian ladies. 

 

      However  westernized the Indian ladies may be, Mrs Turton will not change her opinion about them. 

 

II. CONDITIONNEL PASSE : Make sentences .Cottigé. 

 

ex: Had  the British been less contemptuous and arrogant, many bloodsheds would/might  have been avoided.( 

ex : If  the  British had been less contemptuous and arrogant, the gap could have been bridged.(passive) 

 

A passage would have been possible, had  British people been less aloof. 

A passage would have been possible if British people had been less aloof. 

 

If there had been less injustice in his country, Gandhi wouldn’t have organized the Salt March. 

Had there been less injustice in his country, Gandhi wouldn’t have organized a Salt March. 

 

Had British colonizers been more open-minded, Indian people would have been less vindictive(resentful) 

If their British colonizers had been more open-minded, Indian people would have been less vindictive.  

 

Had  Indians  been  able to elect representatives they might have claimed independence later. 

If Indians had been  able to elect representatives they might have claimed independence later. 

 

Had   I  been  a British journalist in India  in those days,  I would have denounced  the violent repression against 

Gandhi’s movement. 

If I had been a British journalist in India  in those days,  I would have denounced  the violent repression against 

Gandhi’s movement. 

 

Had Gandhi  not  advocated peaceful resistance,  there would have been  many more casualties in the fight for 

independence/  If Gandhi had not advocated peaceful resistance,  there would have been  many more casualties 

in the fight for independence. 

 

Had  Mrs Turton behaved differently, the  Indian ladies would not have laughed  at her.(film).If Mrs Turton had 

behaved………..(meme fin) 


